
Two Holiday Games

  
   ‘Tis the Season for some Holiday cheer! In this case, I’m 
reviewing two Holiday Games, one old and old new, some-
thing blue and another new. Since Pam prefers source notes, 
I’m attaching those at the end of the Game Reviews. That 
will be surely interesting for the age-related amongst us. I 
like these games because they serve an age-related needed 
function for me. 1

The first game I’m reviewing is called ‘Christmas Solitaire 
Tri-Peaks’ by Glowing Eye Games Ltd. I’ve been playing 
this game on and off for four years now. I try and spend at 
least 10-15 minutes every day on this game, sort of like my 
mental wakeup calisthenics for the day. It stretches my visu-
al and cognitive perceptions, for a Solitaire game. 

Did you know that there are somewhere between 500 and 
1,000 different iterations of Solitaire / Klondike / Canfield / 
Patience / Das Neue Königliche L’Hombre-Spiel? 2

This iteration for the Game today has kept me coming 
back, time and again, not for the game itself, but because 
the graphics are cute and the game is simple and quick to 
understand. 
My purpose in this game is to try and visually interpret 
the cards as fast as possible and play the sequence with-
out too much cognitive thinking. 1 Just play the round and 
move on to another round, one after another until it tells 
me that I have the next high score. Then I’m done for the 
day (whew).

As you can see, the opening screen shows you three icons 
that I’ve labeled Options, Tutorial and High Scores. The 
options are to Play Sound, Play Ambience, Score Build 
Mode and Show Instructions at every start. I turn them 
all on except the ‘Instructions at start’ one. The ‘Score Build 
Mode’ keeps the rounds going again and again until your 
score reaches the ‘your 10 highest scores ever’ Leaderboard. 
Then you would start all over again trying to attain the next 
highest score. Or, without a Build Mode, each and every 
round ends with a new game. The High Scores for me is my 
way of always attaining something better, something higher, 
another mental goal or purpose that keeps me coming back.

This image shows a ‘3’ from the card deck waiting for my 
decision, which would be on the ‘2’, which then disappears 
as there no further moves to make until the next card from 
the deck. If the deck card was a ‘4’ (as an example) instead 
of a ‘3’, I would have clicked on the ‘5’, then ‘6, then the 
other ‘5’, and all four of the cards would disappear. Next 
deck card until all cards on the board are gone. That would 



  be the end of the round. Next round! Do not click on ‘Wild 
Card’ ($0.99 buy option), as you don’t need it, and never 
will. If you clicked on the Tutorial Icon, the game is visually 
explained quite well. Go through the tutorial once; it only 
takes a few minutes.

At the end of the round, it shows you your Time Bonus 
(extra points for getting through the round as fast as you 
can), a Wild Card Bonus, a Deck Card Bonus for using all 
or most of the cards in the deck, and a Round Bonus. The 
Round Bonus is for clearing all the cards on the screen in 
the round. I have gone as high as clearing eleven screens 
in a row! Woah! This is a real random thing, talent doesn’t 
always play a part. Mathematically, anyway. 3 
However, this isn’t a real playing card game. It’s a digital 
variant of a real playing card game, and is subject to the 
whims and talent of the coding designer. Glowing Eye 
Games Ltd. has over four years experience in over 13 
different games and variations of ‘Solitaire’ so I guess they 
have enough Solitaire gaming experience.

Lastly, when you see the ‘Game Over!’ Screen, just click 
on the double-headed arrow icon to proceed to the next 
round, and your score keeps incrementing higher and 
higher, round by round.  Unless, of course, you didn’t want 
the ‘Build Mode’ selected. Then the Round would be over. 
But what’s the fun in that?

The last icon in the opening screen was the ‘High Scores’ 
icon. That takes you to your ‘Leaderboard’ of your ten 
highest scores, which you can erase if you want. You 
would type in your name the first score you get and ei-
ther use that every time, or type something new the next 
time. At the end of every Round, you see the screen which 
proceeds to the next round, the Main Menu, or the High Scores screen. If you hit the ‘Home Button’ to get out of the game 
at any time, the game remembers where you were and allows you to ‘Resume’ where you left off. Also, a TEASER: during 
December, tinkling bells are heard in the background, and don’t be surprised if Santa’s sleigh and reindeer might appear in 
the background on Christmas eve and day. Ho, Ho, Ho! Pretty nice programming, that!

On to the next game, which is a more ‘Solitaire/Klondike’ kind of game that you might be more familiar with. The game is 
called ‘Solitaire Zen!’ (with an exclamation point). The 
game has just been out for a few weeks, so it only has a few 
ratings so far, but 4.5 stars, which I expect to rise higher, as 
there’s not one negative comment.

Similar to the Christmas Solitaire opening screen, the 
opening icons are the same. Download the freebie and I’d 
suggest paying the $2.99 U.S. to get rid of the ads, as you’ll 
like this game. See if you agree with me.

As before, I clicked on the optional ‘Play Sounds’, ‘Play Am-
bience’, and ‘Score Build Mode’. The Tutorial is a ‘‘show and 
tell’ by example mode. A do this and this happens, which 
requires your input. Forced learning, as it were. A Visually 
entertaining experience in the proper way to teach a game.
The background water streams lend that ambience to the 
game also. A really soothing Zen-like ambience.



Both of the games in review today require what I call a 
‘Combinations and Permutations’ experience. Kind of ‘if I 
do this and then move that, this will happen and then I’d 
have to do this to make this other thing happen’ experience. 
Like chess moves, thinking ahead. So, this ‘Solitaire Zen!’ 
game is one where time doesn’t matter to me; it’s the tran-
quil experience of thinking of combinations and permuta-
tions. Just when all seems to be lost, moving that one com-
bination of two cards opens up the whole screen and allows 
you to wipe the board clean. There is even an ‘ooops, go 
back one step’ or click again to go back two, or even more 
steps. Go ahead, no one’s watching.

If all else fails, there’s a question mark icon at the top left 
that allows the game to make some suggestions for you, 
some blatantly obvious, others not so much. Sometimes 
just moving the cards around gives you another perspec-
tive and an ‘Ah-hah’ moment. When all else fails and there 
is no other obvious move for you, just click on the ‘Take 
Points’ icon for the next round.

Similar to the previous Christmas game above, do not 
click on the ‘Win Round’ icon shown here. It’s another 
$0.99 click every time you use it. Why bother, when you’re 
in ‘Build Mode’ anyway; just play another round and your 
scoring continues. But if there’s no other cards to play, click 
on the double-headed right arrow on the bottom left to 
advance to the next round.
Note the number ‘1’ in the upper right corner. That tells 
you that you’re in the first round of a series. If you cleared 
the previous screen, it would show a ‘2’, etc. If you cleared 
five screens, it would show a ‘6’. It’s an ego satisfaction 
thing! Like ice cream and cake; nice when you can get it!

When you see this ‘Game Over!’ Screen, like before, that’s 
only for the single game mode, not the ‘Build Mode’ one. 
Just click on the double-headed arrow to continue to the 
next screen and your scoring will continue. The game is not 
over until you see the final screen asking for your name, etc. 
Then it’s truly over.  Ahhh, another restful Zen experience...
Another cautionary note is that I do not suggest you ‘Reset 
Scores’ unless you truly want to remove them all.

Now it’s time to enter your name, if you haven’t already. 
There are 11 characters. As you see, I typed ‘George 1220’, 
when I meant ‘George 1202’ (for Dec. 2nd) for a score I 
thought was a double WOW moment in time. Once you hit 
‘return’, there’s no going back to edit, so think ahead.

Knowing that I was going to do this review for AUSOM, I 
wanted to do a special screen shot for all of you, but unfor-
tunately, I had to play another 20-25 games to get this high 
score to make AUSOM #7. Still not good enough! Another 
20 games or so to make AUSOM #1. Whew!

I think that rates a good round of applause for AUSOM, 
and yes, the keyboard does take emotes, as you can see.



Now, to make Pam happy, I’m mentioning some of the sources and information I didn’t want to add in the games review 
above.

1 - When I was in my early 60’s, Arlene had me see a Dr. for my short-term memory losses in my business acumen and also 
for perceived personality changes, like abruptness, etc. In my Computer business at the time, this is a no-no. They had me 
take a 2-hour memory test session with a Dr. and the end result, after weeks of analysis, was called an ‘age activated memo-
ry deficit disorder,’ which is not an Alzheimers disease precursor, but can be. They prescribed medication, of which I chose 
Galantamine Hydrobromide, a one capsule per day med that improved my personality changes within the month. Strangely 
enough, that med is derived from flowers of the amaryllidaceae family, of which the Narcissus is one (no wonder I feel good 
about myself) that has neurocognitive-enhancing activities. My memory improved, back to normal over time. The second 
thing they wanted me to do was to read and write a lot, as well as using my computers for game playing, reasoning activities, 
etc. Anything for exercising my brain activities daily, as much as possible. Since that time, the Medication and daily game 
playing have held off any dementia symptoms that Arlene is aware of. My daily iPad time now is over 8 hours. My personali-
ty has remained cheerful and happy, and I’ve been writing as much as I can and playing games every day that I can, and that’s 
been over twenty years now, and I still feel mentally sharp. So, for all you readers that have worried like I’ve done, and still do, 
there’s hope for us all yet. Grin!

2 - Solitaire, the game, has been around since at least the recorded history tells us, since 1788. There’s a 
record of ‘Das Neue Könogliche L’Hombre-Spiel’ in German archives. From there it migrated to France 
in the 1870’s under the name of ‘Patience’ and there was a ‘Patience’ how-to book by Ednah Cheney in 
1870. Then ‘Patience’ traveled onward to America. According to Hoyle, the name was now ‘Canfield’ and 
it took the name from a Florida gambling establishment owner in the 1890’s. All derivatives spread from 
there. BUS Solitaire Collection shows 535 Solitaire games (bussolitaire.com) - “Pretty Good Solitaire” 
lists over 800 Solitaire games. Now you know what I know!

3 - Re: a paper by mathematicians, R. Bjacnason, Alan Fern, et al, said “... theoreticians have struggled with this game, refer-
ring to the inability to calculate the odds of winning a randomly dealt game as ‘one of the embarrassments of applied mathe-
matics.’ ” Yan et al., 2005. (George note - They were referring to the deck of paper cards, and not the computer derivatives.)




